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Summary Information
Repository: Raymond H. Fogler Library University Archives
Creator: Little, Clarence C., 1888-1971 (Clarence Cook)
Title: Clarence C. Little Papers
ID: SpC MS 0300
Date [inclusive]: 1910-1976
Physical Description: 30 linear feet (22 boxes) 
Physical Description: 1 folio item 
Physical Location:
Language of the
Material:
English
Preferred Citation
Clarence C. Little Papers, SpC MS 0300, [Box No.], [Folder No.], Raymond H. Fogler Library
Special Collections Department, University of Maine, Orono, Maine
^ Return to Table of Contents
Biographical Note
C.C. Little was President of the University of Maine from 1922-25, President of the University of
Michigan 1925-29, graduated from Harvard in 1910. Was director of Jackson Memorial Laboratory
1929-1971, and a researcher in the fields of cancer, genetics, and tobacco.
^ Return to Table of Contents
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence, manuscripts of writings, reprints of publications, periodicals, scrapbooks, and other
papers relating to Little's career as a biologist and educator, his family, his second wife, Beatrice Johnson
Little, Jackson Memorial Laboratory which he directed, cancer research, tobacco industry, genetics,
college and universities.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Arrangement
This collection is organized into series:
• SpC MS 0300.001, Clarence Cook Little papers
• SpC MS 0300.002, Bea Johnson Little papers
• SpC MS 0300.003, Research/Science
• SpC MS 0300.004, Jackson Laboratory
• SpC MS 0300.005, Tobacco research
• SpC MS 0300.006, Genetics
• SpC MS 0300.007, Birth control
• SpC MS 0300.001, Personal papers
• SpC MS 0300.008, Correspondence
• SpC MS 0300.009, University of Maine
• SpC MS 0300.010, University of Michigan
• SpC MS 0300.011, Education
• SpC MS 0300.012, International politics
• SpC MS 0300.013, Religion/Philosophy
• SpC MS 0300.014, Miscellaneous
• SpC MS 0300.015, Photographs
• SpC MS 0300.016, Family papers
• SpC MS 0300.017, Harvard University
^ Return to Table of Contents
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Administrative Information
Publication Statement
Raymond H. Fogler Library University Archives
5729 Raymond H. Fogler Library
University of Maine
Orono, ME 04469-5729
207.581.1686
spc@umit.maine.edu
URL: http://www.library.umaine.edu/speccoll/
Restrictions on Access
Kept at Fogler Library's offsite storage facility. One week's notice required for retrieval.
Immediate Source of Acquisition
Source of acquisition--Gift of the Little family to Special Collections, Raymond H. Fogler Library in
1976.
Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
Information on literary rights available in the repository.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Controlled Access Headings
• Biologists
• Genetics
• College presidents -- Maine
• College presidents -- Michigan
• Universities and colleges -- Maine
• Universities and colleges -- Michigan
• Research laboratories
• Biological laboratories
• Cancer
• Tobacco industry
• Letters (Correspondence)
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• Correspondence
• Manuscripts
• Notes
• Articles
• Clippings
• Notebooks
• Calendars
• Speeches
• Reprints
• Scrapbooks
• Little, Clarence C., 1888-1971 (Clarence Cook)
• Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory
• University of Maine -- President
Collection Inventory
Clarence Cook Little papers
Title/Description Instances
box 726Personal-Katherine D. Andrews/Little, undated
folder 1
box 726Personal-Colby College Honorary Degree, undated
folder 2
box 726Personal-Letter to Miss Mary Howe, 1834+
folder 3
box 726Personal-Report cards, n.p. clippings, etc., 1902-1906
folder 4
box 726Personal-n.p. clippings, 1907-1910
folder 5
box 726Personal-n.p. clippings, 1907-1910
folder 6
box 726Personal-n.p. clippings, 1907-1910
folder 7
box 726Personal-n.p. clippings, 1907-1910
folder 8
Personal-Harvard lab book, zoology, 1906-1907 box 726
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folder 9
box 726Personal-Harvard lab book, zoology, 1907
folder 10
box 726Personal-Harvard lab book, geology, 1907-1908
folder 11
box 726Personal-Harvard lab book, botany, 1908
folder 12
box 726Personal-Intercollegiate Association of Amateur Athletes of
America, 1909
folder 13
box 726Personal-Harvard Crimson, 1909-1911
folder 14
box 726Personal-Personal correspondence, 1910s
folder 15
box 726Personal-Harvard programs, bulletins, etc., 1910+
folder 16
box 726Personal-Harvard lab book, zoology, 1910+
folder 17
box 726Personal-Harvard programs, calendars, etc., 1910+
folder 18
box 726Personal-Harvard Scrapbook, 1910, 1910
folder 19
box 726Personal-Harvard "Atlas For Practical Exercises in Physical
Geography", 1910
folder 20
box 726Personal-Misc. n.p. clippings concerning C.C. Little (not science
related)
folder 21
box 726Personal-Misc., undated
folder 22
box 727Personal-Intercollegiate Association of Amateur Athletes of
America, 1910
folder 1
box 727Personal-Harvard lab book, Experiments with mice, 1911
folder 2
Personal-Harvard awards, etc., 1917 box 727
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folder 3
box 727Personal-War Department correspondence, 1918
folder 4
box 727Personal-Correspondence, 1920s
folder 5
box 727Personal-Record book, 1920
folder 6
box 727Personal-Cuenot letters &amp; photos, 1921
folder 7
box 727Personal-Certificate-Phi Sigma Biological Society, 1923
folder 8
box 727Personal-Fishing/hunting licence, 1923
folder 9
box 727Personal-Composition book, 1923
folder 10
box 727Personal-Marriage to B.J.L. (n.p. clippings), undated
folder 11
box 727Personal-Faroe Islands, 1928
folder 12
box 727Personal-Trip to Europe, 1930
folder 13
box 727Personal-Corr. Between BJL and CCL, 1930s
folder 14
box 727Personal-n.p. clippings concerning CC Little and family, 1930s
folder 15
box 727Personal-Diary, 1935
folder 16
box 727Personal-Correspondence, 1930s
folder 17
box 727Personal-Notebook, 1935
folder 18
Personal-Drawings by or of C.C. Little box 727
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folder 19
box 727Personal-To Rev. William Patterson from Benjamin Brewster
concerning C.C. Little, 1936
folder 20
box 727Biography of C.C. Little, 1944 in Current Biography, 1944
folder 21
box 727Personal-Poems by and about C.C. Little
folder 22
box 727Personal-Will
folder 23
box 727Personal-Noble and Greenough School, 1960s
folder 24
box 727Personal Corr.-Letter to "Bea &amp; Pete" from T.S. Eliot,
Mar-61
folder 25
box 727Personal-Pot and Kettle Tribute, 1953
folder 26
box 727Personal-Wildlife Journal, 1957-1958
folder 27
box 727Personal Corr.-David McCord to C.C. Little regarding poetry by
C.C. Little, 1960
folder 28
box 727Personal0Appointment Calender, 1950-1971
folder 29
box 727Personal-Correspondence, 1960s
folder 30
box 727Personal-Dinner for people on cover of Time (C.C. Little), 1963
folder 31
box 727Personal Corr.-Letter from Waldo &amp; Ellen Peirce, 1965
folder 32
box 727Personal-C.C. Little birthday card envelope w/signatures, 1970
folder 33
box 727Personal-Letter from Wendell Wilkie, 1940
folder 34
Louise Little correspondence box 727
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folder 35
box 727Personal Corr.-Corr. Dealing w/C.C. Little's death, 1972
folder 36
box 727Personal-Envelope/package addressed to C.C. Little, 1941
folder 37
box 727Interview w/C.C. Little for television program concerning cancer,
Jackson Lab, C.C. Little as resident of Maine, etc., 1963
folder 38
box 727Personal-Correspondence, 1950s
folder 39
box 727Personal-Correspondence, 1940s
folder 40
box 727Personal-Draft cards, 1942
folder 41
box 727Biography of C.C. Little, undated
folder 42
box 727Personal-Harvard reunions
folder 43
box 727"Time Remembered" - CCL's autobiography - "The First Six
Year" and "The Next Three Years" - Age 0-9
folder 44
box 727"Time Remembered" - CCL's autobiography-"From Ten to
Thirteen" and "Thirteen and Fourteen" - Age 10
folder 45
box 727"Time Remember'd" CCL's autobiography "Fifteen and Sixteen"
folder 46
box 739Personal-Harvard, etc., (loose) contents of blue scrapbook,
1906-1910
folder 1
^ Return to Table of Contents
Bea Johnson Little papers
Title/Description Instances
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Personal correspondence, 1910s-1920s
folder 1
Bea Johnson Little-Miscellaneous, 1920s box 728
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folder 2
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Notebook, undated
folder 3
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Suggested release for B.D.N., undated
folder 4
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Class notes, undated
folder 5
box 728Bea Johnson Little-"A New Treatment of Abraham Lincoln's
Personality" by Bea Johnson Little?, undated
folder 6
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Class notes, undated
folder 7
box 728Bea Johnson Little, Biography, undated
folder 8
box 728Bea Johnson Little-n.p. Article about Bea Little on World's Fair
Committee, undated
folder 9
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Class notes, misc., undated
folder 10
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Class notes from Columbia University,
undated
folder 11
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Diary and Barnard Colleg Blue Book,
1919-1921
folder 12
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Class Notes, University of Maine, 1919
folder 13
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Laboratory notes in zoology, 1920
folder 14
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Class notes, "Zoology 2", 1921
folder 15
box 728Bea Johnson Little-University Grades, 1921-1922
folder 16
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Class notes "Advanced Animal Physiology",
1922
folder 17
Bea Johnson Little-Barnard College, Zoology lab book, 1922+ box 728
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folder 18
box 728Bea Johnson Little-"The Public Buildings of Rome" by Bea
Johnson, 1923
folder 19
box 728Bea Johnson Little (?)-Class Notes, 1923
folder 20
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Class notes, University of Maine, 1924
folder 21
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Class notes, Physics V, 1924
folder 22
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Class notes, Maine, 1924+
folder 23
box 728Bea Johnson Little-University of Maine, Zoology lab book
contents ("317 Bal. Hall" printed on inside), 1924+
folder 24
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Class notes on various subjects, 1924+
folder 25
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Phi Kappa Phi, 1924
folder 26
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Class notes, 1924
folder 27
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Class notes, 1924-1925
folder 28
box 728Bea Johnson Little-College papers, assignments, etc., 1924-1925
folder 29
box 728Bea Johnson Little-The University of Maine, "An Investigation
of the Effects of Ultra Violet Light on the Growth Rate of Young
Mice," by Bea Johnson (Manuscript), 1925 folder 30
box 728Bea Johnson Little-"An Investigation of Ultra Violet Light on the
Growth Rate of Young Mice," by Bea Johnson, 1925
folder 31
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Research notes?, 1925+
folder 32
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Souvenirs from Europe, 1926+
folder 33
Bea Johnson Little-Passport, 1926 box 728
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folder 34
box 728Bea Johnson Little-Drivers Licence, 1927
folder 35
box 729Bea Johnson Little-University of California, Criminology lab
book, 1929
folder 1
box 729Bea Johnson Little-"Copies of The Women's Club;" also "Detailed
Outline of Literary Club Program", 1932-1942
folder 2
box 729Bea Johnson Little-Braille paper, 1960
folder 3
box 729Euthanasia-Article/paper by C.C. Little at Bar Harbor, corr., n.p.
clipping, 1950+
folder 4
box 729Mental Health-Papers/articles by various authors, 1930s
folder 5
box 729Mental Health-Symposium on Mental Health, 1938
folder 6
box 729Bea Johnson Little, Mental Health-Pamphlets, 1930s-1960s
folder 7
box 729Bea Johnson Little, Note from Margaret Sanger &amp; letter from
Margaret Sanger, 24-Jun-26
folder 8
box 729Bea Johnson Little, Mental Health-Speech by Bea Little, "Mental
Health", 1940-41
folder 9
box 729Bea Johnson Little-Misc. Notes, corr., etc., 1930s-1950s
folder 10
box 729Beah Johnson Little, Mental Health-Pamphlets, 1930s-1960s
folder 11
box 729Bea Johnson Little, Mental Health-n.p. articles, 1930s, 40s, 50s
folder 12
box 729Bea Johnson Little, Mental Health-Radio scripts, 1952
folder 13
box 729Bea Johnson Little; Mental Health-Mental retardation articles by
various authors, 1959-1962
folder 14
Bea Johnson Little: Mental Health-Speeches, corr., articles by or
about BJL, 1930s, 1940s
box 729
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folder 15
box 729Bea Johnson Little: Mental Health-Speeches, corr., articles by or
about BJL, 1930s-40s
folder 16
box 729Bea Johnson Little: Mental Health-Speeches, corr., articles by or
about BJL, 1950s, 1969
folder 17
box 729Research/Science-A Guide to Communities in the Establishment
and Operation of Psychiatric Clinics. State of New York,
Department of Mental Hygiene., 1959 folder 18
box 729Bea Johnson Little: Mental Health-Hancock County Mental
Health Association, 1960-1965
folder 19
box 729Bea Johnson Little: Mental Health-Hancock County Mental
Health Association, 1966-1972
folder 20
box 743Bea Johnson Little: Personal-Appointment book, 1946?
folder 32
box 743Bea Johnson Little-Appointment book, 1950
folder 33
box 743Bea Johnson Little-Appointment book, 1950
folder 34
box 743Bea Johnson Little: Personal-Appointment calendars, 1953, 1955,
1956, 1957, 1959
folder 35
box 743Bea Johnson Little: Personal-Calendars, 1958, 1959, 1960, 1961
folder 40
box 743Bea Johnson Little: Personal-Appointment book, 1954
folder 41
box 743Bea Johnson Little: Personal-Calendars, 1957, 1960, 1964, 1965,
1966
folder 42
box 743Bea Johnson Little: Personal-Appointment book, 1966
folder 43
box 743Bea Johnson Little-Calendars, 1968, 1969, 1970
folder 44
box 746Bea Johnson Little: Account books-The Cities Service Personal
Budget Book, 1931-1934
folder 19
Bea Johnson Little: Account book, 1940-1945 box 746
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folder 22
box 746Bea Johnson Little: Account book, 1945-1952
folder 23
^ Return to Table of Contents
Research/Science
Title/Description Instances
box 730Research/Science-Newspaper clippings concerning Jackson Lab
research - also use of mice in research
folder 1
box 730Research/Science-Letter concerning shipment of mice, undated
folder 2
box 730Research/Science-Bibliographies of work done by C.C. Little,
Jackson Lab and others, undated
folder 3
box 730Research/Science, notes, papers, etc. concerning C.C. Little
research
folder 4
box 730Research/Science, Bulletins, programs, etc. from cancer meetings
folder 5
box 730Research/Science-Research notes, undated
folder 6
box 730Research/Science-Misc. notes, tables, etc., undated
folder 7
box 730Research/Science-Research notes, undated
folder 8
box 730Research/Science-Notes, undated
folder 9
box 730Research/Science-Misc. notes, tables, etc., undated
folder 10
box 730Research/Science-Graph, undated
folder 11
box 730Research/Science-Graph, undated
folder 12
Research/Science-Charts, undated box 730
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folder 13
box 730Research/Science-Notes for paper/talk by C.C. Little, undated
folder 14
box 730Research/Science-Notes on dog breeding, undated
folder 15
box 730Research/Science-Paper/speech by C.C. Little, undated
folder 16
box 730Research/Science-Untitled paper by C.C. Little, undated
folder 17
box 730Research/Science-Draft of paper by C.C. Little, undated
folder 18
box 730Research/Science-Untitled paper by C.C. Little, undated
folder 19
box 730Research/Science-Paper/speech by C.C. Little, undated
folder 20
box 730Research/Science-Notes on heart disease for hypertension paper,
undated
folder 21
box 730Research/Science-"Proof of Theorem about Effects of Selecting
Multiple Dominants," by C.C. Little, undated
folder 22
box 730Research/Science-"Science and Technology Look at Liberal
Education," by C.C. Little, undated
folder 23
box 730Research/Science-"The Geneticists' Contribution," by C.C. Little,
undated
folder 24
box 730Research/Science-"The Fear of Cancer," by C.C. Little, undated
folder 25
box 730Research/Science-"Checklist of Inherited Neuromuscular
Abnormalities in Mouse and Rabbit" (Jackson Lab), undated
folder 26
box 730Research/Science-"Genetics and the Cancer Problem," by C.C.
Little, undated
folder 27
box 730Research/Science-"Treatment of Cancer and Allied Diseases"
includes "Genetics of Neoplasia," by C. C. Little, undated
folder 28
Research/Science-"The Biological Nature of the Capacity for
Growth," by C.C. Little, undated
box 730
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folder 29
box 730Research/Science-"A Brief Analysis of the Present Status of the
Cancer Problem from an Administrative Point of View," by C.C.
Little, undated folder 30
box 730Research/Science, Birds - Clippings, notes, etc., undated
folder 31
box 730Research/Science-"Reversion in Guinea-pigs and Its Explanation,"
by W.E. Castle - "Experimental Studies of the Inheritance of Color
in Mice,: by C.C. Little, 1913 folder 32
box 730Research/Science-"A Cross Iinvolving Four Pairs of Mendelian
Characters in Mice" by Phillips and Little, 1913
folder 33
box 730Research/Science-"Dominant and Recessive Spotting in Mice," by
C.C. Little, 1914
folder 34
box 730Research/Science-"A Possible Mendelian Explanation for a Type
of Inheritance Apparently Non-Mendelian in Nature," by C.C.
Little, 1914 folder 35
box 730Research/Science-"Coat Color in Pointer Dog,s" by C. C. Little,
1914
folder 36
box 730Research/Science-"The Inheritance of Cancer," by C.C. Little,
1915
folder 37
box 730Research/Science-"A Note on Multiple Allelomorphs in Mice," by
C. C. Little, 1915
folder 38
box 730Research/Science-"Cancer and Heredity," by C. C. Little, 1915
folder 39
box 730Research/Science-"The Relation of Heredity to Cancer in Man and
Animals," by C. C. Little, 1916
folder 40
box 730Research/Science-"The Occurrence of Three Recognized Color
Mutations in Mice," by C. C. Little, 1916
folder 41
box 730Research/Science-"Further Experimental Studies on the
Inheritance of Susceptibility to a Transplantable Tumor,
Carcinoma (J.W.A.) of the Japanese Waltzing Mouse," by C.C.
Little and E.E. Tyzzer, 1916
folder 42
box 730Research/Science-"Evidence of Multiple Factors in Mice and
Rats," by C. C. Little, 1917
folder 43
Research/Science-"A Note on the Fate of Individuals
Homozygous for Certain Factors in Mice," by C. C. Little, 1919
box 730
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folder 44
box 730Research/Science-"The Inheritance of Coat Color in Great Danes,"
by C. C. Little and E. E. Jones, 1919
folder 45
box 730Research/Science-"A Note on the Fate of Individuals
Homozygous for Certain Color Factors in Mice," by C. C. Little,
1919 folder 46
box 730Research/Science-"Some Factors Influencing the Human Sex
Ratio," by C. C. Little, 1919
folder 47
box 730Research/Science-"Colour Inheritance in Cats, with Special
Reference to the Colours Black, Yellow, and Tortoise-Shell," by
C. C. Little, 1919 folder 48
box 730Research/Science-"Tests for Physiological Differences in
Transplantable Tumors," by L.C. Strong and C. C. Little, 1920
folder 49
box 730Research/Science-"Note on the Occurrence of a Probable Sex-
linked Lethal Factor in Mammals," by C. C. Little, 1920
folder 50
box 730Research/Science-"Factors Influencing the Growth of a
Transplantable Tumor in Mice," by C. C. Little, 1920
folder 51
box 730Research/Science-"Alternative Explanations for Exceptional Color
Classes in Doves and Canines," by C. C. Little, 1920
folder 52
box 730Research/Science-"A Note on the Origin of Piebald Spotting in
Dogs," by C. C. Little, 1920
folder 53
box 730Research/Science-"A Note on the Human Sex Ratio," by C. C.
Little, 1920
folder 54
box 730Research/Science-"Is The Fertile Tortoise Shell Tom Cat a
Modified Female?" by C. C. Little, 1920
folder 55
box 730Research/Science-"Report of the Committee on Genetic Form and
Nomenclature," by C. C. Little, 1921
folder 56
box 730Research/Science-"Non-Disjunction of the Fourth Chromosome of
Drosophila," by C. C. Little, 1921
folder 57
box 730Research/Science-"Evidence of Sex-linked Lethal Factors in
Mice," by C.C. Little and Marion Gibbons, 1921
folder 58
box 730Research/Science-The Relation Between Research in Human
Heredity and Experimental Genetics," by C. C. Little, 1922
folder 59
Research/Science-"The Inheritance of Susceptibility to Implants of
Splemic Tissue in Mice," by C.C. Little and Bea Johnson, 1922
box 730
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folder 60
box 730Research/Science-"Inheritance of Plumage Color in Crosses of
Buff and Columbian Fowls," by Dr. L.C. Dunn, 1922
folder 61
box 730Research/Science-"The Occurrence of Two Heritable Types of
Abnormality Among the Descendants of X-Rayed Mice," by C. C.
Little and H. J. Bagg, 1923 folder 62
box 730Research/Science-"Congenital and Acquired Predisposition and
Heredity," by C. C. Little, 1923
folder 63
box 730Research/Science-"Pros and Cons of Socialized Medicine," by C.
C. Little, undated
folder 64
box 730Research/Science-"What is Biology and Why Should Anyone be
Interested?" by C. C. Little?, undated
folder 65
box 730Research/Science-Article about poliomyelitis by C. C. Little,
undated
folder 66
box 730Research/Science-"Communication and the Biological Sciences,"
by C. C. Little, undated
folder 67
box 730Research/Science- "The Peculiar Inheritance of Pink Eyes Among
Colored Mice," by C. C. Little and W. E. Castle; "A Successful
Ovarian Transplantation in the Guinea Pig, and its Bearing on
problems of Genetics," by W. E. Castle and John C. Phillips, 1909
folder 68
box 730Research/Science-"On a Modified Mendelian Ratio among Yellow
Mice," by C. C. Little and W. E. Castle, 1910
folder 69
box 730Research/Science-"Yellow and Agouti Factors in Mice Not
Associated," by C. C. Little, 1912
folder 70
box 730Research/Science-"Preliminary Note on the Occurrence of a Sex-
linked Character in Cats," by C. C. Little, 1912
folder 71
box 730Research/Science-"The Inheritance of a Predisposition to Cancer
in Man," by C. C. Little, 1923
folder 72
box 730Research/Science-"The Effect of Selection Upon A Mendelian
Ratio," by Little &amp; Jones, 1923
folder 73
box 730Research/Science-"Genetic Studies on the Transplantation of Two
Adenocarcinomata," by C. C. Little, 1924
folder 74
box 730Research/Science-"The Occurrence of Four Inheritable
Morphological Variations in Mice and their Possible Relation to
Treatment with X-Rays", 1924 folder 75
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box 730Research/Science-"A Report of a Histological Study of the Eyes
and Gonads of Mice Treated with a Light Dosage of X-Rays," by
C.C. Little, 1924 folder 76
box 730Research/Science-"Heredity Structural Defects in the Descendants
of Mice Exposed to Roentgen Ray Irradiation," by C. C. Little and
H. J Bagg, 1924 folder 77
box 730Research/Science-"The Genetics of Tissue Transplantation in
Mammals," by C.C. Little, 1924
folder 78
box 730Research/Science-"The Inheritance of a Predisposition to Cancer
in Men," by C. C. Little at University of Michigan, 1925
folder 79
box 730Research/Science-"The Genetics of Cancer," by C. C. Little at
University of Michigan, 1925
folder 80
box 730Research/Science-Bea Johnson: "A Historical Method for the
Study of Pigmentation in Mammalian Epithelium," by Bea
Johnson, 1925 folder 81
box 730Research/Science-"Opportunities for Research in Mammalian
Genetics," by C. C. Little, 1929
folder 82
box 730Research/Science-Progress reports for research conducted by C. C.
Little at Jackson Lab, 1931-1932
folder 83
box 730Research/Science-Article about cancer by C. C. Little, 1931
folder 84
box 730Research/Science-Lecture notes by C. C. Little?, 1925
folder 85
box 730Research/Science-"Preliminary Report on a Species Cross in
Rodents," paper by C. C. Little at University of Michigan, 1925+
folder 86
box 730Research/Science-"Preparation and Practice in Medical
Education," by C. C. Little, 1926
folder 87
box 730Research/Science-"A Discussion of Certain Phases of Sterility,"
by C. C. Little, 1926
folder 88
box 730Research/Science-"Genetic Investigations and the Cancer
Problem," by C. C. Little, 1926
folder 89
box 730Bea Johnson Little: Research/Science-"Preliminary Experimental
Studies of Mice of Mount Desert Island, Maine," by Bea W.
Johnson, 1927 folder 90
Research/Science-"Preliminary Report on a Species Cross in
Rodents Mus Musculus x Mus Wagneri," by C. C. Little, 1927
box 730
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folder 91
box 730Research/Science-"Notes on a Species Cross in Mice on a
Hypothesis Concerning the Quantitative Potentiality of Genes," by
C. C. Little, 1927 folder 92
box 730Research/Science-"Agents Modifying the Germ Plasm," by C. C.
Little, 1928
folder 93
box 730Research/Science-"Evidence that Cancer is not a Simple
Mendelian Recessive," by C. C. Little, 1928
folder 94
box 730Research/Science-"President's Address: Shall We Live Longer and
Should We", 1928
folder 95
box 730Research/Science-"Sigma Xi Quarterly, Vol. XVI No. 1,
"Opportunities for Research in Mammalian Genetics," by C.C.
Little, 1928 folder 96
box 730Research/Science-"Further Studies on the Genetics of
Abnormalities Appearing in the Descendants of X-Rayed Mice,"
by C. C. Little, 1932 folder 97
box 730Research/Science-Article about radiology by C. C. Little, 1932
folder 98
box 730Research/Science-"Variability and Individuality," by C. C. Little,
1933
folder 99
box 730Research/Science-"The Relation of the American Society for the
Control of Cancer to Radiologists," by C. C. Little, 1933
folder 100
box 730Research/Science-"Proposed Statement for Medical Schools," etc.
by C.C. Little (concerns inbred mice), 1933
folder 101
box 730Research/Science-"Inheritance in Toy Griffons," by C. C. Little,
1934
folder 102
box 730Research/Science-Letter/speech by C. C. Little, 1934
folder 103
box 730Research/Science-"The Bearing of Genetic Work with
Transplanted Tumors on the Genetics of Spontaneous Tumors in
Mice," by C.C. Little, 1934 folder 104
box 730Research/Science-"The Relation of Coat Color to the Spontaneous
Incidence of Mammary Tumors in Mice", 1934
folder 105
box 730Research/Science-"Failure to Transmit Carcinogenic Agents from
the Pregnant Mouse Embryos in Utero," by C. C. Little and S.G.
Warner, 1935 folder 106
Research/Science-"A Laboratory Test of Hoxim' as a Claimed
Cancer Cure," by C. C. Little and A.M. Cloudman, 1935
box 730
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folder 107
box 730Research/Science-"The Genetics of Mammary Tumor Incidence in
Mice," by Little and Murray, 1935
folder 108
box 730Research/Science-"The Transmission of Breast and Lung Cancer
in Mice," by John J. Bitner and C. C. Little, 1937
folder 109
box 730Research/Science-"The Social Significance of Cancer," by C. C.
Little, 1937
folder 110
box 730Research/Science-"The Genetics of Spontaneous Mammary
Carcinoma in Mice," by C. C. Little, 1937
folder 111
box 730Research/Science-Awards, Apr-05
folder 112
box 730Research/Science-Notes for paper by C. C. Little, 1935
folder 113
box 730Research/Science-"The Constitutional Factor in the Incidence of
Mammary Tumors," presented by C. C. Little, 1936
folder 114
box 730np clippings-Good Housekeeping
folder 115
box 730Research/Science-"The Conquest of Cancer," article by C. C.
Little in Good Housekeeping, 1936
folder 116
box 730Research/Science-"The Occurrence of a Dominant Spotting
Mutation in the House Mouse," by C. C. Little and A. M.
Cloudman, 1937 folder 117
box 730Research/Science-"Biology of Cancer," by C. C. Little, 1937
folder 118
box 730Research/Science-"The Relationship between the Histology of
Spontaneous Mouse Tumors and the Genetic Constitution of the
Animals in which They Arise," by Cloudman, Bittner, and Little,
1937
folder 119
box 730Research/Science-"Hybridization and Tumor Formation in Mice,"
by C. C. Little, 1939
folder 120
box 730Research/Science-"Some Contributions of the Laboratory Rodents
to Our Understanding of Human Biology," by C. C. Little, 1939
folder 121
box 730Research/Science-"Value of Research with Animals," by C. C.
Little, 1941
folder 122
Research/Science-"A Review of Progress in the Study of the
Genetics of Spontaneous Tumor Incidence," by C. C. Little, 1941
box 730
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folder 123
box 730Research/Science-"Front Line Against Cancer," article by C.C.
Little in Colliers, 1941
folder 124
box 730Research/Science-"Program for Research on the Biology of
Human Cancer," by C. C. Little, 1941
folder 125
box 730Research/Science-"Observations on the Mammary Tumor
Incidence of Mice Born from Transferred Ova," by E. Fekete,
MA. and C. C. Little, Sc.D., 1942 folder 126
box 730Research/Science-"Parental Influence on the Incidence of Cancer,"
by C. C. Little, 1943
folder 127
box 730Research/Science-"El Control del Cancer en Los Estados Unidos,"
by C.C. Little, 1943
folder 128
box 730Research/Science-"Public Health Reports" Vol. 153 No. 48, by C.
C. Little, 1938
folder 129
box 730Research/Science-"Recent Advances in Research on the Biology
of Cancer," by C. C. Little in the Journal of Medicine, 1938
folder 130
box 730Research/Science-"Recent Advances in Research on the Biology
of Cancer," by C. C. Little, 1938
folder 131
box 730Research/Science-"Fundamental Cancer Research," by C. C. Little
and others in National Bulletin Vol. 21 No. 2, 1939
folder 132
box 730Research/Science-"Fundamental Cancer Research," by C. C.
Little, 1939
folder 133
box 730Research/Science-"Chromosomal and Extrachromosomal
Influence in Relation to the Incidence of Mammary Tumors in
Mice," by William S. Murray and C. C. Little, 1939 folder 134
box 730Research/Science-"Fight on Cancer," by C. C.Little, 1939
folder 135
box 731Research/Science-"Abnormalities of the Mammae in the House
Mouse," by C.C. Little and Helen McDonald, 1945
folder 1
box 731Research/Science-"Lipid-Steroid Fractions of Mouse Adrenal
Lipids," by E.M. Vicari and C. D. Little, 1945
folder 2
box 731Research/Science-"Histological Study of Adrenal Cortical Tumors
in Gonadectomized Mice of the ce Strain," by E. Fekete and C.C.
Little, 1945 folder 3
box 731Research/Science-"The Project for the Study of the Relationship
Between Heredity and Social Behavior," and "Conference on
Genetics and Social Behavior" at Jackson Lab, 1946 folder 4
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box 731Research/Science-"The Journal of Heredity," Special issue
devoted to Jackson Lab mice. One article by C.C. Little, 1945
folder 5
box 731Research/Science-"The Genetics of Cancer in Mice," by C. C.
Little, 1947
folder 6
box 731Research/Science-"Genetics and the Cancer Problem," by C. C.
Little, 1950
folder 7
box 731Research/Science-"Halsey Joseph Bagg," by C. C. Little, 1947
folder 8
box 731Research/Science-"Project Mouse, RX Mouse and X Mouse,"
edited by C. C. Little and "The World's Most Important Mice," by
J.D. Radcliff, 1950 folder 9
box 731Research/Science-"Genes, Mice and Men - A Quarter-Century of
Progress at the Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Lab", 1954
folder 10
box 731Research/Science-"Genetics, Biological Individuality, and
Cancer," p. 100-218, by C. C. Little, 1954
folder 11
box 731Research/Science-"Genetics, Biological Individuality, and
Cancer," by C. C. Little, 1954
folder 12
box 731Research/Science-"Coat Color Genes in Rodents and Carnivores,"
by C. C. Little, 1958
folder 13
box 731Research/Science-"Francisco Duran-Reynolds, Bacteriologist,"
Article in "Science" by C. C. Little, 1959
folder 14
box 731Research/Science-Paper by C. C. Little: "Possible Effects of
Extracts of Mouse Organs. . .", 1959
folder 15
box 731Research/Science-"James Bumgardner Murphy," a biographical
memoir by C. C. Little, 1960
folder 16
box 731Research/Science-Reports to the Board of Overseers of Harvard
College, 1961
folder 17
box 731Research/Science-"James Bumgardner Murphy," by C. C. Little,
1960
folder 18
box 731Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper, 1960
folder 19
Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper, 1960+ box 731
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folder 20
box 731Research/Science-Cancer in relation to age, sex, race ("The
Possible Relation of Genetics to Differences in Negro-White
Mortality Rates from Cancer," by C. C. Little and A. L. Lyle),
1960+
folder 21
box 731Research/Science-"The Yellow Siamese Cat," by C. C. Little; also
notebook containing record of cat breeding., 1957
folder 22
box 731Research/Science-"Cancer, A Study for the Layman," C. C. Little,
managing director, 1954
folder 23
box 731Research/Science-Notes for paper/speech by C. C. Little about
radiation., 1957 (?)
folder 24
box 731Research/Science-Symposium: Twenty-five years of Progress in
Genetics and Cancer. Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory,
1954 folder 25
box 731Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper, 1960+
folder 26
box 731Research/Science-Notes on age, sex and race for cancer paper,
1960+
folder 27
box 731Research/Science-Speeches, articles, etc., by or about C.C. Little's
research at Jackson Lab., 1949-1955
folder 28
box 731Research/Science-"These Mice Help You Live Longer," article by
C. C. Little in Farm Journal, 1949
folder 29
box 731Research/Science-Notes, 1950
folder 30
box 731Research/Science-Article by C. C. Little, 1951
folder 31
box 731Research/Science-"Project Mouse," edited by C. C. Little, 1952
folder 32
box 731Research/Science-"He Likes to Give Money Away," article
mentions C. C. Little's research, 1952
folder 33
box 731Research/Science-"The World's Most Important Mice," article by
C. C. Little in Colliers, 1952
folder 34
box 731Research/Science-"How the Races Developed" in Life magazine.,
1953
folder 35
Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper, 1960+ box 731
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folder 36
box 731Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper, 1960+
folder 37
box 731Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper, 1960
folder 38
box 731Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper, 1960+
folder 39
box 731Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper, 1960+
folder 40
box 731Research/Science-"Adrenal Tumors and Other Pathological
Changes in Reciprocal Crosses in Mice," by G. W. Wodley, M. M.
Dickie, and C. C. Little, 1953 folder 41
box 731Research/Science-"Transplantation and Ovarian Tumors in Mice,"
by K. Hummel, E. Fekete, and C. C. Little, 1953
folder 42
box 731Research/Science-Draft of "Genetics, Biological Individuality and
Cancer," p. 1-100, by C. C. Little, 1954
folder 43
box 731Research/Science-"Genetics, Biological Individuality and
Cancer," by C. C. Little, 1954
folder 44
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race, for cancer paper, 1960+
folder 1
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper, 1960+
folder 2
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper -
Tuberculosis, 1960+
folder 3
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper -
Asthma, 1960+
folder 4
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper -
Leukemia, 1960+
folder 5
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper - Skin
cancer, 1960+
folder 6
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper -
Kidney cancer, 1960+
folder 7
Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper - Brain
cancer, 1960+
box 732
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folder 8
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper -
Larynx cancer, 1960+
folder 9
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper - Bone
cancer, 1960+
folder 10
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper -
Genital cancer, 1960+
folder 11
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper - Lung
cancer, 1960+
folder 12
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper -
Uterine cancer, 1960+
folder 13
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper - Breast
cancer, 1960+
folder 14
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper -
Prostate cancer, 1960+
folder 15
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race for cancer paper - Skin
cancer, 1960+
folder 16
box 732Research/Science - Notes - Cancer in relation to age, sex, race for
cancer paper
folder 17
box 732Research/Science-Notes on age, sex, race, for cancer paper, 1960+
folder 18
box 732Research/Science-"Some Biological Considerations in Chronic
Disease," by C. C. Little, 1960
folder 19
box 732Research/Science-Articles/research, etc. from Jackson Lab., 1960
folder 20
box 732Research/Science-Report to the Committee to Visit the
Department of Physics, 1961
folder 21
box 732Research/Science-Draft of paper by C. C. Little, 1962
folder 22
box 732Research/Science-"Comparative Virulence of the Mammary
Tumor Agent from Different Sources" by C. C. Little and
Katherine Hummel, 1962 folder 23
Research/Science-"The Relation of Age to the Incidence of Cancer
of Certain Sites," by C. C. Little, 1964
box 732
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folder 24
box 732Research/Science-C.C. Little's testimony before Congress, 1965
folder 25
box 732Research/Science-"Trends in Reported Incidence of Cancer by
Age in Connecticut and in New York State (1935-1960)," by C. C.
Little, 1965 folder 26
box 732Research/Science-Application for research grant, 1965
folder 27
box 732Cancer-"Trends in Reported Incidence of Cancer by age in
Connecticut and in New York State," by C. C. Little, 1965
folder 28
box 732Research/Science-Statement of Clarence Cook Little, Sc.D., 1965
folder 29
box 732Research/Science-"From Molecules to Men," Jackson Lab
publication, 1966
folder 30
box 732Research/Science-"Contributory Factors," by C. C. Little, 1967
folder 31
box 732Research/Science-Corr., etc. concerning "The Inheritance of Coat
Color in Dogs," by C. C. Little, 1967
folder 32
box 732Research/Science-"Genetic Studies of Carcinogenesis in Mice," by
Murray and Little, 1967
folder 33
box 732Research/Science-Notes on "Reproductive effectiveness in the
Presence or Absence of Mammary Tumor Viruses in Crosses
between Five Inbred Strains of Mice" (for paper by Little &amp;
Murray), 1964-1968
folder 34
box 732Research/Science-"Reproductive Effectiveness in the Presence or
Absence of Mammary Tumor Viruses in Crosses Between Five
Inbred Strains of Mice," by Little and Murray; notes, 1967-1968 folder 35
box 732Research/Science-"Reproductive Effectiveness in the Presence or
Absence of Mammary Tumor Viruses in Crosses Between Five
Inbred Strains of Mice," by Little and Murray, 1967-1968 folder 36
box 732Research/Science-"Reproductive Effectiveness in the Absence of
Mammary Tumor Viruses in Crosses Between Five Inbred Strains
of Mice," by Little and Murray, 1968 folder 37
box 732Research/Science-Interview w/CC Little in "The Venturer", 1970
folder 38
box 732Research/Science-Misc. science n.p. clippings
folder 39
Research/Science-Misc. science n.p. clippings box 732
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folder 40
box 732Research/Science-Papers by various authors, undated
folder 41
box 732Research/Science-Carcinogen-Induced Tolerance to
Homotransplantation, undated
folder 42
box 732Research/Science-American Society for the Control of Cancer,
undated
folder 43
box 732Research/Science-Papers, articles, pamphlets by various authors,
1920s
folder 44
box 732Research/Science-Articles/papers by various authors, 1920s
folder 45
box 733Research/Science-American Association for the Advancement of
Science, 79th Meeting, 1924-1925
folder 1
box 733Research/Science-Bulletin of the American Society for the
Control of Cancer (several issues), 1930-1936
folder 2
box 733Research/Science-Papers/articles by various authors, 1930s
folder 3
box 733Research/Science-Iowa Public Health Bulletin, 1933
folder 4
box 733Research/Science-Bulletin of the American College of Surgeons,
1934
folder 5
box 733Research/Science-Cancer program, University of Michigan, 1938
folder 6
box 733Research/Science-Papers/articles by various authors, 1940s
folder 7
box 733Research/Science-"The Methods of Religion and Science", 1945
folder 8
box 733Research/Science-Pamphlets by various authors, 1950s, 1969
folder 9
box 733Research/Science-Experimental Studies on the Acceleration of
Burn Wound Healing, 1953-1956
folder 10
Research/Science-Cleveland in Full Face, 1954 box 733
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folder 11
box 733Research/Science-Proceedings of the American Association for
Cancer Research, 1954
folder 12
box 733Research/Science-Papers/articles by various authors, 1954
folder 13
box 733Research/Science-An Approach to the Degeneration of Man, 1955
folder 14
box 733Research/Science-Cancer in Connecticut, 1935-1951, 1955
folder 15
box 733Research/Scienc-Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research
Biennial Report July l, 1955 - June 30, 1957 Memorial Center
1956/1958 American Cancer Society Annual Report, 1958,
1955-1958
folder 16
box 733Research/Science-Papers/articles by various authors, 1955-1957
folder 17
box 733Research/Science-The Biological Effects of Radiation Summary
Reports (2 issues), 1956-1960
folder 18
box 733Research/Science-Cancer Research (2 issues), 1957
folder 19
box 733Research/Science-Seventh International Cancer Congress, 1958
folder 20
box 733Research/Science-Seventh International Cancer Congress, 1958
folder 21
box 734Research/Science-Jackson Lab-Progress reports, 1960
folder 1
box 734Research/Science-Papers/articles by various authors, 1958
folder 2
box 734Research/Science-Papers and articles by various authors, 1959
folder 3
box 734Cancer-Papers/articles by various authors, 1960
folder 4
box 734Research/Science-Symposium on Normal and Abnormal
Differentiation and Development, 1960
folder 5
Research/Science-Progress in Experimental Tumor Research,
1960
box 734
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folder 6
box 734Research/Science-Membership lists for the National Academy of
Sciences, 1960-1971
folder 7
box 734Research/Science-"Pan American Medical Association", 1960
folder 8
box 734Research/Science-Papers by various authors, 1961
folder 9
box 734Research/Science-Papers by various authors, 1961
folder 10
box 734Research/Science-Punjab Medical Journal, August 1961, 1961
folder 11
box 734Research/Science-Papers/articles by various authors, 1962
folder 12
box 734Research/Science-Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, Vol. 50, 1963
folder 13
box 734Research/Science-Papers by various authors, 1963-1967
folder 14
box 734Research/Science-Quarterly Report on Viral Tumorigenesis
(March), 1964
folder 15
box 734Research/Science-Quarterly Report on Viral Tumorigenesis
(June), 1964
folder 16
box 734Research/Science-Journal of Heredity (2 issues), 1966-1967
folder 17
box 734Research/Science-Patterns of Urban Mortality, 1967
folder 18
box 734Research/Science-The Rockefeller Foundation: Presidents' Five-
Year Review &amp; Annual Report, 1968
folder 19
box 735Research/Science-Behavior Synthesis, 1968
folder 1
box 735Research-Papers by various authors, 1970s
folder 2
Research/Science-Mayo Clinic Proceedings (3 issues), 1971-1972 box 735
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folder 3
box 735Research/Science-Papers by various authors, 1968-1969
folder 4
box 735Research/Science-Research grants, 1970
folder 5
box 735Research/Science-The Cancer Bulletin (3 issues), 1972-1973
folder 6
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Jackson Laboratory
Title/Description Instances
box 735Weir Mitchell Station, 1928
folder 7
box 735The Dorr Station, 1931-1933
folder 8
box 735Jackson Lab - Photo and map of building
folder 9
box 735Hamilton Station, 1956
folder 10
box 735Jackson Lab - "Jackson Laboratory Association Chairman's
Manual of Procedures" (C.C. Little's copy)
folder 11
box 735Hamilton Station, undated
folder 12
box 735Other Labs-Information about various laboratories, 1930s
folder 13
box 735Jackson Lab-Misc.
folder 14
box 735Miscellaneous
folder 15
box 735Jackson Lab-Staff meetings, bulletins, etc., 1930s-1950s
folder 16
Jackson Lab-Budget, 1930-1931 box 735
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folder 17
box 735Jackson Lab-Budget, 1929-1930
folder 18
box 735Jackson Lab-Inventory, 1930-1931
folder 19
box 735Jackson Lab-Land donations to the lab, 1929-1931
folder 20
box 735Jackson Lab-Grant applications, etc., 1932-1933
folder 21
box 735Jackson Lab-List of articles generated by Jackson Lab Research,
1948-1954
folder 22
box 735Jackson Lab-Corr., etc. concerning the use of alcohol at the lab,
1930-1931
folder 23
box 735Jackson Lab-Work applications, 1931-1933
folder 24
box 735Jackson Lab-Budget, 1932-1933
folder 25
box 735Jackson Lab-Booklets, pamphlets, articles about Jackson Lab
folder 26
box 735Jackson Lab-"Jackson Laboratory Association Chairman's Manual
of Procedures" (2nd half C.C. Little Copy)
folder 27
box 735Jackson Lab-Donations to lab, etc., 1927-1933
folder 28
box 735Jackson Lab-Corr. concerning the lab and C. C. Little, 1929
folder 29
box 735Jackson Lab-Progress reports, 1954
folder 30
box 735Jackson Lab-Newsletters, 1953-1955
folder 31
box 735Jackson Lab-Annual report, 1956
folder 32
Jackson Lab-Budget and expenditures, 1929-1932 box 735
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folder 33
box 735Jackson Lab-Bar Harbor fire, corr. articles, etc., 1947
folder 34
box 735Jackson Lab-Jackson Lab Twentieth Commemoration, 1949
folder 35
box 735Jackson Lab-"Report on Program at Jackson Lab", 1951
folder 36
box 735Jackson Lab-The Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory
Quarterly, 1953-1955
folder 37
Jackson Lab, 1954 box 746
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Title/Description Instances
box 736Tobacco Research-Pamphlets concerning smoking and cancer,
undated
folder 1
box 736Finding Aids-Little, Clarence Cook Papers
folder 2
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, pre-1950
folder 3
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, undated
folder 4
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1953-1956
folder 5
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers, articles, etc. by various authors, 1957
folder 6
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1957-1958
folder 7
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1958
folder 8
box 736Tobacco Research-Copies of "Current Digest of Scientific Papers
Relating to Tobacco Use", 1958-1964
folder 9
Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1959 box 736
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folder 10
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1959
folder 11
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1959
folder 12
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1960
folder 13
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1960
folder 14
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1960
folder 15
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1961
folder 16
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1962
folder 17
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1970+
folder 18
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1971
folder 19
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers of the Council for Tobacco Research,
1971
folder 20
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1970+
folder 21
box 736Tobacco Research-Papers by various authors, 1964-1969
folder 22
box 737Tobacco Research-Lists of members of the Council for Tobacco
Research, 1968-1970
folder 1
box 737Tobacco Research-"Animal Experimentation," by C. C. Little(?),
undated
folder 2
box 737Tobacco Research-n.p. article about C.C. Little research, undated
folder 3
Tobacco Research-"Smoking and Lung Cancer - The Conflict of
Opinion," by C. C. Little(?), undated
box 737
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folder 4
box 737Tobacco Research-"A Thirty Port Smoking Machine for Animal
Exposure", undated
folder 5
box 737Tobacco Research-"Statement of Clarence Cook Little before
House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce Relating
to Cigarette Labeling and Advertising", undated folder 6
box 737Tobacco Research-Papers, articles mentioning Tobacco Research
Lab, 1950s-1960s
folder 7
box 737Tobacco Research-"The Cigaret Smoker and Lung Cancer,"
interview with C. C. Little, 1958
folder 8
box 737Tobacco Research-Court testimony of C. C. Little, undated
folder 9
box 737Tobacco Research-Statement of C. C. Little, 1955
folder 10
box 737Tobacco Research-Misc. notes, stats, graphs, etc., used for C.C.
Little research, undated
folder 11
box 737Tobacco Research-"Cigarettes and Cancer," by C. C. Little, 1957
folder 12
box 737Tobacco Research-Interview w/C.C. Little, 1957
folder 13
box 737Tobacco Research-Little mentioned in Time magazine article -
also Letter to the Editor, 1957
folder 14
box 737Tobacco Research-"A Brief Review of the Smoking-Lung Cancer
Theory," by C. C. Little, 1960
folder 15
box 737Tobacco Research-"The Public and Smoking: Fear or Calm
Deliberation?" 2 copies, one in Bulletin of Cancer progress, 1958
folder 16
box 737Tobacco Research-"Some Phases of the Problem of Smoking and
Lung Cancer," by C. C. Little (included in "The Great Debate,"
The New England Journal of Medicine), 1961 folder 17
box 737Tobacco Research-"The Relation of Age to the Incidence of
Cancer of Certain Sites," by C. C. Little, 1964
folder 18
box 737Tobacco Research-"Perspective in Complex Causation," draft of
paper by C. C. Little, 1965
folder 19
Tobacco Research-Speeches, notes, outlines, etc., by C. C. Little,
1960s, 1970s
box 737
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folder 20
box 737Tobacco Research-Corr. with "Self Winding Clock Company",
1965
folder 21
box 737Tobacco Research-Interview w/C. C. Little on the Today show,
1967
folder 22
box 737Tobacco Research-Corr.: Charles Huggins to C.C. Little, 1968
folder 23
box 737Tobacco Research-Andrew M. Fine, Jr., against Philip Morris,
Inc., R. J. Reynolds, Inc., etc. etc. (tobacco companies), 1966
folder 24
box 737Tobacco Research-Tobacco Manufacturers' Standing Committee
research papers, 1959-1961
folder 25
box 737Tobacco Research-Notes/charts for research by C. C. Little, 1970+
folder 26
box 737Tobacco Research-Misc. corr., etc., 1954-1971
folder 27
box 737Tobacco Research-Papers of the Council for Tobacco Research,
1965-1967
folder 28
box 737Tobacco Research-"Report of the Scientific Director," by C. C.
Little, 1956-1959
folder 29
box 737Tobacco Research-"Report of the Scientific Director," by C. C.
Little, 1964-1967
folder 30
box 737Tobacco Research-"Report of the Scientific Director," by C.C.
Little, 1960-1962
folder 31
box 737Tobacco Research-Papers of the Council for Tobacco Research,
1967
folder 32
box 737Tobacco Research-Papers of the Council for Tobacco Research,
1967
folder 33
box 737Tobacco Research-Papers of the Council for Tobacco Research,
1970-1971
folder 34
box 737Tobacco Research-Papers of the Council for Tobacco Research,
1971
folder 35
Tobacco Research-Papers of the Council for Tobacco Research,
1971
box 737
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folder 36
box 737Tobacco Research-Notes/charts, draft of paper by C. C. Little,
1970+
folder 37
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Title/Description Instances
box 738Genetics-Correspondence
folder 1
box 738Genetics-Annual Report of the Director of the Department of
Genetics, 1919-1921
folder 2
box 738Genetics-Annual Report of the Director of the Department of
Experimental Evolution and the Eugenics Record Office, 1920
folder 3
box 738Genetics-Second International Congress of Eugenics, 1921
folder 4
box 738Genetics/Eugenics-Report of the Second International Congress of
Eugenics, 1923
folder 5
box 738Genetics-Minutes of Council meetings, 1930-1932+
folder 6
box 738Genetics Society of America, 1932
folder 7
box 738Genetics-Proceedings of the Sixth International Congress of
Genetics Vol. 1, 1932
folder 8
box 738Genetics-6th Congress of Genetics, 1932
folder 9
box 738Genetics-Corr, programs, etc., 1932-1933
folder 10
box 738Genetics/Eugenics-American Eugenics Society, 1932
folder 11
box 738Genetics-Corr., etc., from Sixth International Congress of
Genetics, 1933-1934
folder 12
Genetics-Conference on Genetics - pages 206-320, 1956 box 738
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folder 13
box 738Genetics-Conference on Genetics, pages 96-205, 1956
folder 14
box 738Genetics-Conference on Genetics, pages 1-95, 1956
folder 15
box 738Genetics-Records of the Genetics Society of America #31, 1962
folder 16
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Birth control
Title/Description Instances
box 738Birth Control- Paper/article by C. C. Little, undated
folder 17
box 738Birth Control-The Birth Control Review - Contains article by C.
C. Little: "Unnatural Selection and its Resulting Obligations",
1926 folder 18
box 738Birth Control-Corr. between Bea Johnson and C.C. Little -
American Birth Control League, 1926
folder 19
box 738Birth Control-World Population Conference, 1927
folder 20
box 738Birth Control/Religion-Article/paper by C. C. Little - "Can One
Be Christian and Free", 1931+
folder 21
box 738Birth Control-n.p. Articles by/about C.C. Little, 1932
folder 22
box 738Birth Control-Correspondence, 1932-1933
folder 23
box 738Birth Control-Misc. pamphlets, notes, minutes of meetings, etc.,
1933
folder 24
box 738Birth Control-Correspondence, 1933
folder 25
box 738Birth Control-Article/speech? by C. C. Little, 1935
folder 26
Birth Control-Birth Control Review, 1935 box 738
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folder 27
box 738Birth Control-Review of "New Game to Control People," by C. C.
Little in "America", 1936
folder 28
box 738Birth Control-"World Tribute to Margaret Sanger," sponsored by
the World Population Emergency Campaign, 1961
folder 29
box 738Bea Johnson Little: Birth Control-Speeches/articles by Bea
Johnson Little, 1966+
folder 30
box 738Bea Johnson Little: Birth Control-n.p. article about talk by B.J.L.,
1967
folder 31
box 738Birth Control-Pamphlets, articles, etc., by various authors
folder 32
box 738Birth Control-Pamphlets, articles, etc., by various authors
collected by BJL and CC Little
folder 33
box 738Birth Control-Pamphlets, articles, etc., by various authors
collected by C.C. Little and Bea Johnson Little
folder 34
box 738Birth Control-n.p. clippings
folder 35
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Correspondence
Title/Description Instances
box 739Correspondence-Regarding research, etc., 1918
folder 2
box 739Correspondence, 1922
folder 3
box 739Photograph
folder 4
box 739Correspondence-Roscoe B. Jackson and CCL, 1926
folder 5
box 739Correspondence, 1926-1929
folder 6
Correspondence-Corr., orders, bills, etc. concerning construction/
maintenance of Jackson Lab., 1929
box 739
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folder 7
box 739Jackson Lab-Minutes of meetings with workers, 1930
folder 8
box 739Correspondence-Incorporators, 1929
folder 9
box 739Correspondence-Carriage Road, Bar Harbor, 1930-1931
folder 10
box 739Correspondence-Corr., orders, bills, etc. concerning construction/
maintenance of Jackson Lab, 1929-1930
folder 11
box 739Correspondence-Orders for Jackson Lab, 1929-1930
folder 12
box 739Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, 1930
folder 13
box 739Correspondence-Carriage Road, Bar Harbor, 1931
folder 14
box 739Correspondence-Engagements, 1931-1932
folder 15
box 739Correspondence-Summer lab workers, 1931-1932
folder 16
box 739Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., 1931
folder 17
box 739Correspondence-Dorr Station summer program, etc., 1931
folder 18
box 739Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., 1932
folder 19
box 739Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., May-
August 1932
folder 20
box 739Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, September-
October 1932
folder 21
box 739Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, November-
December 1932
folder 22
Correspondence-R.L. Taylor/Dorr Station, 1932 box 739
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folder 23
box 739Correspondence-Carriage Road, Bar Harbor, 1932
folder 24
box 739Correspondence-Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation, 1932-1933
folder 25
box 739Correspondence-William H. Cole, 1932-1933
folder 26
box 739Correspondence-Telegrams in, telegrams Out, 1932-1933
folder 27
box 739Correspondence-Incorporators (Jackson Lab), 1932-1933
folder 28
box 739Correspondence-Library requests, orders, etc., 1932-1933
folder 29
box 739Correspondence-Engagements refused, 1932-1933
folder 30
box 739Correspondence-Engagements refused, 1932-1933
folder 31
box 739Correspondence-Orders for Jackson Lab, Public Health Service
correspondence, 1932-1934
folder 32
box 739Correspondence-Carriage Road, Bar Harbor, 1932-1936
folder 33
box 739Correspondence-W. S. Murray, 1932-1933
folder 34
box 739Correspondence-"Engagements Future", 1932-1933
folder 35
box 739Correspondence-Engagements, 1932-1933
folder 36
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., January-
February 1933
folder 1
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., Apr-33
folder 2
Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., Mar-33 box 740
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folder 3
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., May-33
folder 4
box 740Correspondence-Rockefeller Foundation, 1933
folder 5
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., June-
December 1933
folder 6
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., 1934
folder 7
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., 1936
folder 8
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., 1950
folder 9
box 740Correspondence-Rosalie Slocum Public Relations, 1950-1952
folder 10
box 740Engagements-"Future Engagements", 1953-1954
folder 11
box 740Correspondence, 1940s
folder 12
box 740Correspondence-Reports of Lab activities handled by Rosalie
Slocum, Public Relations, 1950-1951
folder 13
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., Mar-52
folder 14
box 740Correspondence-Rosalie Slocum Public Relations, 1952
folder 15
box 740Correspondence-Reports of Lab activities handled by Rosalie
Slocum Public Relations, 1953
folder 16
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., Feb-52
folder 17
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., May-52
folder 18
Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., Jul-52 box 740
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folder 19
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, Aug-52
folder 20
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, Apr-52
folder 21
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., Jun-52
folder 22
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc.,
1954-1956
folder 23
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., 1959
folder 24
box 740Correspondence-Waltham Industries Corp., May-05
folder 25
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab, etc., 1961-1972
folder 26
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., Sep-52
folder 27
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc, Nov-52
folder 28
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., Dec-52
folder 29
box 740Correspondence-Related to Jackson Lab activities, etc., Apr-53
folder 30
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., Jan-53
folder 31
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., Oct-52
folder 32
box 740Correspondence-Relating to Jackson Lab activities, etc., February/
March 1953
folder 33
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University of Maine
Title/Description Instances
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box 741University of Maine-n.p. clippings concerning C.C. Little as
president, 1922-1925
folder 1
box 741University of Maine-Paper about presidency, undated
folder 2
box 741University of Maine-Inauguration as president, 1922
folder 3
box 741University of Maine-Notebook, appointment book, 1925(?)
folder 4
box 741Bea Johnson Little-The Maine Alumnus, 1926-1927
folder 5
box 741University of Maine-Memorial Day poster announcing talk by
C.C. Little, 1925
folder 6
box 741Bea Johnson Little: University of Maine-Pamphlets, etc. collected
as trustee, 1940s, 1950s
folder 7
box 741Bea Johnson Little, University of Maine-Uof M pamphlets, etc.,
collected as trustee, 1940s, 1950s
folder 8
box 741University of Maine-The Maine Alumnus, 1945
folder 9
box 741Bea Johnson Little, University of Maine-Trustee activities,
1949-1952
folder 10
box 741Bea Johnson Little, University of Maine-n.p. clippings, 1950s
folder 11
box 741Bea Johnson Little, University of Maine-Trustee activities -
agendas, 1951-1957
folder 12
box 741Bea Johnson Little, University of Maine-Trustee activities,
1953-1954
folder 13
box 741Bea Johnson Little, University of Maine-University of Maine
Foundation, 1953-1957
folder 14
box 741Bea Johnson Little, University of Maine-Alumni activities,
1954-1971
folder 15
box 741University of Maine-Financial report, 1955
folder 16
Bea Johnson Little, University of Maine-Trustee activities,
1955-1960
box 741
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folder 17
box 741Bea Johnson Little: University of Maine-Pamphlets, etc. collected
as trustee, 1960s
folder 18
box 741Bea Johnson Little, University of Maine-BJL as trustee,
correspondence, articles, clippings, 1961-1966
folder 19
box 741University of Maine-Little Hall, 1965
folder 20
box 741Bea Johnson Little: University of Maine-Honorary degree, 1966
folder 21
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University of Michigan
Title/Description Instances
box 742University of Michigan-Article/speech by C. C. Little?, undated
folder 1
box 742University of Michigan-Miscellaneous
folder 2
box 742University of Michigan-"A Report on Investigations Conducted
by the Department of Mechanism and Engineering Drawing",
1923-1925 folder 3
box 742University of Michigan-Inauguration of C. C. Little as president,
1925
folder 4
box 742University of Michigan-n.p. clippings concerning C.C. Little's first
year as president, 1925
folder 5
box 742University of Michigan-n.p. clippings concerning C.C. Little's first
year as president, 1925
folder 6
box 742Bea Johnson Little: University of Michigan-BJL as Dean of
Women, 1925
folder 7
box 742University of Michigan-n.p. clippings, 1925-1930
folder 8
box 742University of Michigan-Corr., speeches by C. C. Little as
president of the University, 1925-1929
folder 9
University of Michigan-Speeches, articles by C. C. Little as
president of the University, 1925-1929
box 742
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folder 10
box 742University of Michigan-Speeches/Papers by C. C. Little as
president of the University, 1925-1929
folder 11
box 742University of Maine/University of Michigan-Resignation as
president of U. Maine - Selected as president of University of
Michigan, 1925 folder 12
box 742Bea Johnson Little, Paper on higher education (draft of article
from Michigan Daily, vol. 36, no. 37), 3-Nov-25
folder 13
box 742Michigan-Report of State Tax Dpartment and State Board of
Assessors, Michigan, 1925-1926
folder 14
box 742University of Michigan-Appointments to research positions,
1925-1929
folder 15
box 742University of Michigan-"The Disappearing Personal Touch in
Colleges," article by C. C. Little in Scribner's Magazine, 1926
folder 16
box 742University of Michigan-Commencement addresses, 1926-1929
folder 17
box 742Bea Johnson Little: University of Michigan-Corr., reports,
speeches, etc., 1926-1929
folder 18
box 742University of Michigan-Calendar, 1927
folder 19
box 742Bea Johnson Little: University of Michigan-Correspondence,
reports, speeches, etc., 1927-1929
folder 20
box 742University of Michigan-Copy of "The Michigan Alumnus"
containing text of speech by C. C. Little, 1929
folder 21
box 742University of Michigan-Michigan Chimes and Michigan Daily,
1926
folder 22
box 742University of Michsigan-"The Training of College and University
Teachers," by C.C. Little, 1927
folder 23
box 742University of Michigan-"Extra-Mural Athletic Competition for
Women and Girls," article by C.C. Little in The Pentathlon, 1928
folder 24
box 742University of Michigan-Correspondence, 1928
folder 25
University of Michigan-Michigan State Digest; "U of M Special",
1929
box 742
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folder 26
box 742University of Michigan-Manuscript: "Military Training", 1929+
folder 27
box 742University of Michigan-Manuscript: "Professional Scholars",
1929+
folder 28
box 742University of Michigan-Manuscript: "Training Teachers", 1929+
folder 29
box 742University of Michigan-Manuscript: "Politics: the State and the
University", 1929+
folder 30
box 742University of Michigan-Manuscript: "Alumni", 1929+
folder 31
box 742University of Michigan-Manuscript: "Religion in College", 1929+
folder 32
box 742University of Michigan-Manuscript: "The Awakening College",
1929+
folder 33
box 742University of Michigan-Review of "The Awakening College," C.
C. Little's book, 1930
folder 34
box 742University of Michigan-Manuscript: "Coeducation", 1929+
folder 35
box 742University of Michigan-Manuscript: "Automobiles and Liquor",
1929+
folder 36
box 742University of Michigan-Manuscript: "The Curriculum", 1929
folder 37
box 742University of Michigan-Manuscript: "The Dean's Office", 1929+
folder 38
box 742University of Michigan-Manuscript: "Fraternities", 1929+
folder 39
box 742University of Michigan-Manuscript: "Admission to College",
1929+
folder 40
box 743University of Michigan-Correspondence, 1929
folder 1
University of Michigan-n.p. articles concerning resignation, 1929 box 743
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folder 2
box 743University of Michigan-Resignation, 1929
folder 3
box 743University of Michigan-Resignation, 1929
folder 4
box 743University of Michigan-Resignation, 1929
folder 5
box 743University of Michigan-Resignation, 1929
folder 6
box 743University of Michigan-Resignation, 1929
folder 7
box 743University of Michigan-Resignation, 1929
folder 8
box 743University of Michigan-Resignation, 1929
folder 9
box 743University of Michigan-Resignation, 1929
folder 10
box 743University of Michigan(?)-Honorary degree, 1950
folder 11
box 743University of Michigan-Corr. and speech by C. C. Little,
1965-1968
folder 12
box 743University of Michigan-Copy of "The Detroit News" about U. of
M., 1967
folder 36
box 743University of Michigan-Clarence Cook Little Science Building,
etc., 1969-1970
folder 37
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Education
Title/Description Instances
box 743Education-Miscellaneous
folder 13
Education-Article/paper by C. C. Little, undated box 743
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folder 14
box 743Education-Speech about education, undated
folder 15
box 743Education-Draft of paper about intercollegiate athletics by C. C.
Little, undated
folder 16
box 743Education-Draft of paper about "Coeducation" by C. C. Little(?),
undated
folder 17
box 743Bea Johnson Little: Education-Review by BJL of "A Sixpence in
Her Shoe", undated
folder 18
box 743Education-Essay on education, undated
folder 19
box 743Education-Radio talk by BJL and C.C. Little, Speech "Women in
Science", undated
folder 20
box 743Education-Essay/speech by C. C. Little, undated
folder 21
box 743Education-Essay by C. C. Little, undated
folder 22
box 743Education-"Democracy in Education," by C. C. Little?B.J. Little?,
undated
folder 23
box 743Education-"The Relation of War Training Methods to Education,"
by C. C. Little, undated
folder 24
box 743Education-"The Bearing of the Present Economic Situation on
Education," by C.C. Little, undated
folder 25
box 743Education-"Report on Formal Education," C.C. Little, Chairman,
1928
folder 26
box 743Education-Program listing speech of C. C. Little, "General survey
of the Guidance Program." Program listing speech of C. C. Little,
"Social Adjustment and Character Building in the Senior High
School", 1935-1936
folder 27
box 743Bea Johnson Little, Education-Speech on charm, etiquette, etc.,
1938+
folder 28
box 743Education-Hancock County Teacher's Convention, Address by
Bea J. Little, 1939
folder 29
Education-C. C. Little's dedication of new elementary school,
1953
box 743
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folder 30
box 743Bea Johnson Little, Education-Women, 1960s
folder 31
box 743College of the Atlantic, 1969-1970
folder 38
box 743Education - Pamphlets, books, etc., by various authors
folder 39
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International politics
Title/Description Instances
box 744Politics-Speech about Maine by C. C. Little, 1935+
folder 1
box 744International Topics-"The U.S.S.R.," by C. C. Little, undated
folder 2
box 744International-Notes for paper/speech by C. C. Little, undated
folder 3
box 744International Topics-Article by C. C. Little, 1927+
folder 4
box 744International-"Germany Since the War" by C. C. Little, undated
folder 5
box 744International-Communism in Germany by Adolf Erht, 1933
folder 6
box 744International-Envelopes from Germany addressed to C. C. Little,
1933
folder 7
box 744Essays-Essays on various topics by C. C. Little, undated
folder 8
box 744Politics-"Youth and Politic," article by C. C. Little in the Maine
Review, 1932
folder 9
box 744International-"News from Germany", 1939-1940
folder 10
International-"News from Germany", 1940 box 744
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folder 11
box 744International-"News from Germany", 1940
folder 12
box 744International-"American Views," "Economics," "British News and
Views", 1939-1940
folder 13
box 744International-"Speech Delivered in the Reichstag," Adolf Hitler;
"Hitler Could Not Stop" by Hermann Rauschning, 1939
folder 14
box 744International Topics-Articles, papers by C. C. Little concerning
WWII, 1941+
folder 15
box 744International-"Uncertainties of the Atomic Age," by C. C. Little,
1962
folder 16
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Religion/Philosophy
Title/Description Instances
box 744Religion/Philosophy-Notes for book(?) by C. C. Little, undated
folder 17
box 744Religion/Philosophy-Statistics(?), undated
folder 18
box 744Philosophy, Religion-Notes for book by C. C. Little, undated
folder 19
box 744Religion/Philosophy-"Let Us Face Death," article by C. C. Little
in Scribners, undated
folder 20
box 744Religion/Philosophy-"Youth, I Believe," by C. C. Little in the
Christian Register, 1928
folder 21
box 744Religion/Philosophy-"The Evolution of the Soul," by C. C. Little,
1929+
folder 22
box 744Religion/Philosophy-"Not by Bread Alone," article by C. C. Little
in the Bowdoin Quill, 1931
folder 23
box 744Religion/Philosophy-"Christian Theology and Everyday Life," by
Rev. Henry Lewis and "Spiritual Letters of Fenelon," by Francois
De La Mothe-Fenelon, 1932-1945 folder 24
Religion/Philosophy-"Basis for Belief" by C. C. Little, 1960 box 744
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folder 25
box 744Religion/Philosophy-"Basis for Belief" - manuscript by C. C.
Little p. 1-100, 1960
folder 26
box 744Religion/Philosophy-"Basis for Belief," by C. C. Little, p.100-139,
1960
folder 27
box 744Religion/Philosophy-Notes for book(?) by C. C. Little, undated
folder 28
box 744Religion/Philosophy-Miscellaneous, undated
folder 29
box 744Religion/Philosophy-Notes for paper by C. C. Little, undated
folder 30
box 744Religion/Philosophy-"Basis for Belief," by C. C. Little, 1960
folder 31
box 744Religion/Philosophy-"Basis for Belief," by C. C. Little, 1960
folder 32
box 744Prohibition-n.p. Article about C. C. Little's views on Prohibition,
1932
folder 33
box 744Religion/Philosophy-Correspondence, 1968
folder 34
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Miscellaneous
Title/Description Instances
box 745Miscellaneous-Partners in Progress, 1951
folder 1
box 745Miscellaneous-Directory of Fellows
folder 2
box 745Miscellaneous-Books/pamphlets
folder 3
box 745Miscellaneous
folder 4
Miscellaneous box 745
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folder 5
box 745Miscellaneous
folder 6
box 745Miscellaneous
folder 7
box 745Miscellaneous
folder 8
box 745Miscellaneous - Newspaper clippings, various topics
folder 9
box 745Miscellaneous - Notes by C.C. Little and B.J. Little
folder 10
box 745Miscellaneous-Newspapers (The New Student), 1926-1927
folder 11
box 745Miscellaneous-Newspapers, 1939
folder 12
box 745Miscellaneous-Newspapers, 1939
folder 13
box 745Miscellaneous-Newspapers, 1939
folder 14
box 746Bills, Receipts, 1930-1935
folder 15
box 746Bills, Receipts, 1930-1935
folder 16
box 746Bills, Receipts, 1930-1935
folder 17
box 746Ledger, 1931
folder 18
box 746Account Book, 1934-1935
folder 20
box 746Account Book, 1936-1940
folder 21
Budget-Town of Bar Harbor 1955 budget, 1955 box 746
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folder 24
box 746Dog Shows, etc.-Newcastle Kennels, Mount Desert Kennel Club -
C. C. Little, President, etc.
folder 25
Letter from Dwight D. Eisenhower box 746
Jackson Lab, 1926 box 746
Silphadae Beetle box 746
Awards, 1960 box 746
Phi Rho Sigma box 746
Notebook - The Council for Tobacco Research - U.S.A. - Studies
of Nicotine
box 746a
Action Upon Memory Consolidation by Walter B. Essman box 746a
Notebook - Meeting - Scientific Advisory Board, December
10-11-12, 1971
box 746a
Pages from daily calendar, 1956 box 746a
Book - Cancer Mortality for Selected Sites in 24 Countries, No. 4,
1962-1963
box 746a
Leather bound packet of playing cards box 746a
3 wood blocks used for making copies box 746a
6 packets of cards with lab notes box 746a
Contents of desk calendar from, 1956 box 746a
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Photographs
Title/Description Instances
box 746Photos - Family
folder 1
box 746Photos-Old family
folder 2
box 746Photos-Formal
folder 3
box 746Photos-Harvard
folder 4
Photos-Informal box 746
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folder 5
box 746Photos-Formal
folder 6
box 746Photos-Career
folder 7
box 746Photos-Bea Johnson Little
folder 8
box 746Photos-Miscellaneous
folder 9
Photograph - Class Day Exercises - Harvard Stadium, 1910 box 746a
Photograph (in pieces) taken by Washington Photo Service, 1110
F. Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.
box 746a
3 packets of negatives for lantern slides made in connection with
lone medical lectures made by C. C. Little at Stanford U..Med.
School, Feburary, 1944
box 746a
Box of Glass Slides with label saying "Came in Box labeled to:
R.B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine from F.L.
Chenery, M.D., Monmouth, Maine"
box 746a
Unidentifable film - looks like pages of a book box 746a
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Family papers
Title/Description Instances
box 746Richard Little:Personal-Childhood memorabilia (grade cards,
corr., wedding invitation, etc.)
folder 10
box 746Laura Little: Personal-childhood, college memorabilia, n.p.
clippings
folder 11
box 746Laura Little: Personal-Childhood memorabilia (School report
cards, birth certificate, etc.), 1933-1950
folder 12
box 746Laura Little: Personal-College, 1951-1955
folder 13
Laura Revere Little (Senior)-Correspondence, 1925 box 746
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folder 14
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Harvard University
Title/Description Instances
Official Register of Harvard University, 1956-1957 box 746b
Official Register of Harvard University, 1957-1958 box 746b
Binder - A Program for Science in Harvard College box 746b
Booklet - Venture for American Education The Current Crisis and
a Program for Harvard College
box 746b
Harvard College, Class of 1910 - Fourth Report, 1921 box 746b
Harvard College, Class of 1910 - Quindecennial Report, Jun-25 box 746b
Harvard College, Class of 1910 - Vicennial Report, Jun-30 box 746b
Harvard College, Class of 1910 - 25th Anniversary, 7th Report,
Jun-35
box 746b
Harvard College, Class of 1910 - 30th Anniversary, 8th Report,
Jun-40
box 746b
Harvard College, Class of 1910 - 35th Anniversary, 9th Report,
Jun-46
box 746b
Harvard College, Class of 1910 - 40th Anniversary, Jun-50 box 746b
Harvard College, Class of 1910 - 45th Anniversary, Jun-55 box 746b
Harvard College, Class of 1910 - 50th Anniversary, Jun-60 box 746b
Harvard College, Class of 1910 - 55th Anniversary, Jun-65 box 746b
Harvard University Catalogue, 1957-1958 box 746b
Harvard Class of 1934, 25th Anniversary Report, 1959 box 746b
Notes on the Harvard Tercentenary, Apr-05 box 746b
Reports of the Visiting Committees of the Board of Overseers of
Harvard College for the Academic Year, 1956-1957
box 746b
Reports of the Visiting Committees of the Board of Overseers of
Harvard College for the Academic Year, 1960-1961
box 746b
A Turning Point in Higher Education - The Inaugural Address of
Charles William Eliot as President of Harvard College, October
19, 1869
box 746b
Religion at Harvard, A Harvard Student Council Committee
Report, Feb-56
box 746b
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Harvard Dinner 1910, 30th Anniversary-Speech by Walter
Lippmann, Jun-40
box 746b
Harvard Alumni Bulletin, Vol. XXV, No. 2, 5-Oct-22 box 746b
The Harvard Illustrated Magazine, Vol. XI, No. 7 War and
Civilization
box 746b
The Harvard Illustrated Magazine, Vol. X, No. 8 box 746b
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